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3:30 pm
Music Building Recital Hall

Nicholas Bailey
Senior Composition and Guitar Recital

Prelude in D minor, BWV 999  
Nicholas Bailey, guitar  
J.S. Bach

Modus Novus  
Don Goodwin, piano  
Nicholas Bailey

Etude #5  
Nicholas Bailey, guitar  
Heitor Villa-Lobos

Minor Ambiguity  
Nicholas Bailey, guitar  
Nicholas Bailey

Leyenda  
Nicholas Bailey, guitar  
Isaac Albeniz

Fantasia X  
Nicholas Bailey, guitar  
Alonso Mudara

Trio  
Amanda Goede, clarinet  
Courtney Herom-Cobb, flute  
Jordan Gilman, bassoon  
Nicholas Bailey

Etude #1  
Nicholas Bailey, guitar  
Heitor Villa-Lobos

Fingals Hohle  
Nicholas Bailey, guitar  
J.K. Mertz

Poe’rn  
Nicholas Bowden, snare drum  
Bailey Noble, bells  
Eliud Ayala, Jr., timpani  
Josh Lindberg, piano  
Michael Gerety, guitar  
Nicholas Bailey, guitar  
Nicholas Bailey

Capricho Arabe  
Nicholas Bailey, guitar  
Francisco Tárrega

Reaching An Understanding  
Josh Lindberg, piano  
Jonathan Barnes, viola  
Nicholas Bailey

For information, please call (509) 359-2241 or visit www.ewu.edu/music